
greenteQ Orion Profile Cylinder Lock

PURPOSE & GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
The greenteQ Orion profile cylinder is designed to be compatible with all types of multi-point and mortice locks.

• Kitemark 3-star approved (KM591531)

• TS007- 1:2014+A2:2018 tested

PACKAGE CONTENTS

1.  Profile Cylinder Lock x 1
2. Fixing Screws x 2 
3. Keys x 5 (6 with Pairs) 
4. proteQ10 guarantee card x 1
5. Information leaflet x 1  

*TS007 GUIDELINES

*This profile cylinder offers resistance to the commonly used types of attack. No specific security hardware is required, but installing this 3-star 
cylinder in conjunction with other security hardware complying with TS007 will increase attack resistance still further.

Security hardware can be of several types, including a handle set with a reinforced backplate, or a device to be concealed behind the handle 
backplate. In all cases, the aim is to protect your cylinder from force attack.

TERMS OF USE  

This Orion cylinder is covered by a 10 year performance warranty from the date of sale. The snap element is further protected by the proteQ10 10 
year security guarantee and Key Security Scheme. See opposite for details. 

To register your performance warranty and for proteQ10, visit the Orion Cylinder Lock area at www.qsecure.co.uk and fill in and submit the forms.

The 10 year performance warranty is provided subject to the product being fitted and maintained in accordance with VBH guidelines and shall not 
be subject to stresses and operating forces beyond normal levels.

In the unlikely event of a product failing within the 10 year guarantee period as a result of defective manufacture or design, VBH (GB) Ltd will 
replace it free of charge or credit its original purchase value. The component must be returned to us or inspected by VBH on site to agree the 
cause of failure. The credit shall not exceed the original value of the part.

This guarantee does not apply to any mechanical or surface finish fault if it is caused by wilful or neglectful damage, general wear and tear 
or inappropriate chemical contact. It also does not apply to surface finishes if the product is installed within ½ mile of an area of particularly 
aggressive atmospheric conditions, such as coastal or heavy industrial regions.

VBH (GB) Ltd Email: sales@vbhgb.com
VBH House Tel: 0044 1634 263300
Bailey Drive www.qsecure.co.uk
Gillingham Business Park www.vbhgb.com
Gillingham
Kent
ME8 0WG

proteQ10 

proteQ10 is a combined Key Security scheme and 10 year Security Guarantee. When registering your Orion 
cylinder lock for proteQ10 you set a password which means that additional keys can only be cut when the 
password is given. By registering, you also qualify for the Security Guarantee. If a burglary occurs as a direct 
result of the Orion lock snapping, we will pay you £2000 subject to terms and conditions. 

A list of key providers can be found on the Orion Cylinder Lock area of www.qsecure.co.uk

Your cylinder must have been registered for proteQ10 within 28 days of purchase for the guarantee to be valid

INSTALLATION GUIDE  

1. Install the profile cylinder into the lock aperture ensuring that the end marked EXT is towards  
  the external side of the door (A) 

2. When the cylinder is in the correct position, insert and fully tighten the fixing screw (B)

3. Ensure that the key can turn freely in both ends

Your Orion profile cylinder is part VBH’s own top quality greenteQ range of hardware for doors and windows.
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